
 

Evolve by Elite Playing Cards - Pokerdeck

LIMITED EDITION: Only 3500 printed! Will NOT be reprinted.

All hail the Republic! Off with the King's head. The Queen and Jack too. Their
race is run. The rise of the machines, foretold since the Industrial Revolution, is
nigh. Time to mark the passing of flesh and bone, and the arrival of a new age in
a deck that pays homage to the beautiful indestructibility of machines.

Time has long been ticking on humankind's domination. Now sound the alarm
and bow to the glory of a new chapter. This deck of its time, is ahead of its time,
yet harks back to the roots of the man-made automatons who will soon be
masters. The backs a beautiful maze of the cogs, gears and wheels of progress,
meticulously detailed like the machinations of a gloriously golden Victorian pocket
watch, its stunning intestines laid bare.

The contrast of stark dark and glorious gold denotes the transition from man to
machine. The bright white sheen and blood red hearts and diamonds dispensed
with. In their stead, the future depicted in two-tone glory. The binary language of
the robots. Matte black and gilt-edged gold.

Treasure this. For here is a deck with hearts of gold. Spades, Clubs and
Diamonds too. A revelation to mark an evolution, delivered on the highest grade
stock. A performance deck that, when dealt, slides as smoothly as the cogs of a
well-oiled machine will turn.

Release the deck from its industrial chic tuck. Examine the intricate detailing of
face and back. Find the hidden switch and with a flick, the designs on these
beautiful works of art will surely stir and whir into life. Gears will grind. Cogs will
turn. Faces will light up as cardists, collectors and players alike bring forth this
statement deck of playing cards. A deck that stuns and delights, leaving behind a
world that was, and telling of a future that will be.

Features:

Ultra-thin luxury stock: It lends the cards a superior premium feeling and
avoids the necessity of the breaking-in period which lesser crafted cards
require. The stock it's thinner yet more durable than standard stock.
Unique painstakingly handcrafted art from the faces to the pips. Each
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card was created and 3D modeled from scratch. The pursuit of perfection.
Magic coating: the cards handle smoothly and last longer than regular
decks
Special limited edition run of only 3500 decks
Printed in Q1 quality by the United States Playing Card Company.
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